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INTRODUCTION 

In 2019, BA turned 20 years old. We celebrated this phenomenal achievement with an event on 25th 

September 2019, with the foundation’s friends, partners, sponsors. During the event, the charity’s 

founder Markus Müller gave a speech highlighting the huge gains that the charity has made over the 

past 20 years to improve the lives of the elderly in Kyrgyzstan. It was stressed that BA must continue this 

work and endeavor to provide even greater support to the elderly people. As such, our main 

overarching role is now ensuring the sustainable improvement of the elderly nationwide by involving 

government and advising them on national policy.  

Successes from this year include the establishment of geriatrics services in two centres, one in 

Belovodskoe village and one in Sulukta town. This project was made possible due to financial help from 

the Ministry of Social Protection, enabling us to provide these specialist social and medical services and 

consultations to the elderly people at these centres. Under this project, BA was also able to train state 

social and medical workers in the specifics of geriatric care. Thus, the most appropriate and effective 

services for the elderly were able to be provided at the centres. By training these workers, Babushka 

Adoption Foundation can improve the lives of the elderly through the provision of more tailored and 

effective health services.  

We would like to thank the supporters of BA. Without their help, we would not be able to continue our 

work on bettering the living conditions of the elderly nationwide, nor be able to provide support to our 

direct beneficiaries. We hope that with the support of our sponsors, donors and the state, BA will 

continue to improve the lives of the elderly in the Kyrgyz Republic. We hope to restore their dignity and 

ensure they live healthy and happy lives.  

 

 

OBJECTIVE 1: PROVIDE SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO ELDERLY PEOPLE  

The main aim of BA Foundation since 1999 has been to source financial support to help the most 

vulnerable elderly people in the Kyrgyz Republic. The financial support is accumulated from sponsors, in 

the form of direct sponsorship support to the charity’s beneficiaries. Our beneficiaries are some of the 

most vulnerable in Kyrgyz society - lonely elderly people, aged 65 years and above, receiving pensions of 

less than 62.5 EUROs a month. Since 1999, BA Foundation distributed more than €2,000,000 from 

several thousands of individual sponsors. In order to better organize the delivery of this financial 

support, the Foundation will be implementing the following objectives throughout the next year: 
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1.1. Maintaining relationships with current sponsors  

Babushka Adoption Foundation will be conducting the following activities to maintain sponsor 

relationships and ensure their commitment to their beneficiaries. The Sponsors Coordinator will be:  

• Sending renewal requests to the sponsors, whose sponsorship balance is about to cease 

• Sending receipt of confirmation that we have received the money from sponsors who have 

renewed their sponsorship 

• Sending photo reports to the sponsors 

• Sending financial reports on the sponsorship balances 

• Sending information about changes of the beneficiaries in case of death, relocation etc. 

• Exchanging correspondence between sponsors and their beneficiaries, e.g. translating letters, 

delivering parcels and letters etc.  

• Facilitating visits of the sponsors to their beneficiaries.  

This can be seen here with our sponsor Mrs. Alice Wegman who along with her children, supports 

several beneficiaries. Mrs. Wegman for two years running has stayed at the home of one of her 

sponsored beneficiaries Mrs. Zinaida Lebedeva. Mrs. Alice Wegman invited the team of BA and her 

beneficiary Zinaida to a goodbye lunch (see photos below). This is a lovely instance of a sponsor-

beneficiary relationship and one which we hope to see more examples of in the coming year with other 

sponsors.  

 

Maintenance of the relationships must be highlighted as a crucial aspect of the charity’s work, giving 

credibility to the Foundation. These actions will also help to inform sponsors and feel motivated to 

continue to support the elderly people in our country.  

In the past two years, there have been technical errors in the sponsor database due to job changeovers 

with the Sponsors Coordinators. Consequently, sponsors were irregularly informed, and mistakes were 

present within reports sent to sponsors. It should be noted that since 2020 BA will introduce a new 

software, an updated database integrated into a special accounting Software 1 S for NGOs, elaborated 

especially for BA Foundation under a grant of the German Embassy in the Kyrgyz Republic. This should 

help us avoid these past errors. 
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1.2. Search for new sponsors and filling the database of the beneficiaries 

BA has been searching for new sponsors through social networks, current sponsors, collecting money via 

boxes, paid advertisements and publications in mass media. Mass media publications usually garner the 

most sponsors and are the most effective channel. We decided to publish eleven of these 

announcements in 2019 in a drive to gain greater sponsorship. Unfortunately, the published articles 

brought only a few sponsors. Most of our sponsors in 2019 therefore were found through existing social 

networks, but it seems in 2019 there were fewer people willing to join the sponsorship programme of 

the Foundation.  

While searching for sponsors, BA also registered elderly people interested in seeking support from the 

foundation. Assessment of the applicants is based upon their living conditions and income level. This 

information is checked and entered into the database. When a sponsor is found, these elderly persons 

can then be matched with the help of the database.  

1.3. Money delivery process and reporting 

As soon as the money is collected from sponsors it is distributed to the beneficiaries on a bimonthly 

basis. Money distribution therefore takes place six times a year. The funds delivered to the beneficiaries 

this year amounted to a total of €6,792,899. The average exchange rate was 78.15 KG Soms for 1 EURO. 

The money distribution process is arranged by the team at BA.  

In the past, money was distributed to the beneficiaries at 26 money distribution points in Bishkek. 

Beneficiaries, who were unable to receive money at the distribution points, received the money from 

social workers or volunteers of BA Foundation at their homes. At the end of 2019, the Supervisory Board 

of the charity decided to convert the cash payments to the beneficiaries into the medium of card 

payment. This decision was undertaken to ensure greater transparency and to reduce unnecessary 

expenditure on logistics such as taxis to deliver the cash to the beneficiaries. 

Starting from November the charity has begun implementing these measures. BA have also decided to 

set up community groups to visit the beneficiaries in their homes once every 6 months to check up on 

the elderly and ensure they are well since they will no longer be seen at the distribution points. Photos 

and reports from these visits will be available for sponsors who are interested.  

 

 

1.4. Organizing social services for beneficiaries of BA 

In 2019, social services were provided to five beneficiaries across 8 months of 2019 in Bishkek. 12 

elderly people also received these home care services from social workers in Sulukta. The social workers 

of BA provide the following services to the beneficiaries: help them to wash, maintain personal hygiene, 

cut their nails, clean their homes, do laundry, wash dishes and help with daily tasks such as shopping 

and paying bills. In total, the Foundation was able to provide social services to 22 beneficiaries from 

Bishkek and Sulukta city of Batken region within 2019. The provision of the social support was possible 

thanks to financing from the Ministry of Social Development and Labour of the Kyrgyz Republic. 
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1.5. Organizing social events for beneficiaries of BA Foundation 

Celebration of Christmas and New Year for 100 beneficiaries of the Foundation: 

On December 12th, 2019 an event was held to celebrate the Christmas and New Year holidays. One 
hundred beneficiaries were invited to have a festive dinner and receive gifts. The social workers of BA 
Foundation must be thanked for organising the event and inviting the beneficiaries in the short time 
period of only two weeks. The lunch was sponsored by the Swiss family, Hinnen, who selflessly raised 
the money during their 50-year wedding anniversary. Famous artists of Kyrgyzstan performed especially 
for the elderly - opera star Mrs. Marina Shipulina, performer and producer Omurbek Andarbekov, who 
always helps out with the charity’s events, the "Kalina" choir consisting of grandmothers from the 
Moscow district of Chui region and the “Esmerelda” dance group from the school of flamenco.  85-year-
old Tamara Somova also performed a Kyrgyz song "Baram Saga”. At the end of the event, the invited 
beneficiaries received New Year gifts, purchased with the help of government aid. Our elderly people 
went home happy with their gifts and in the festive mood!  
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OBJECTIVE 2: MOBILIZE AND STRENGTHEN THE CAPACITIES OF ELDERLY PEOPLE  

2.1. Support of the income generation of the Self Help Groups 

Since 2006, BA Foundation has helped more than 30 Self Help Groups (SHGs) of BA Foundation. At the 

moment only 10 SHGs are working under umbrella of BA Foundation. The SHGs are engaged in income 

generation activities, socialization and protection of their rights. They operate in the Batken and Chui 

regions and in Bishkek city. The beneficiaries of the SHGs usually make handicrafts and sell them at the 

events organized and held by BA Foundation. To exhibit and sell the handicrafts made by the elderly 

people, Babushka Adoption Foundation organized the following activities within a year: 

2.1.1. Organizing participation of Self Help Group members of BA in the fairs exhibitions 

Babushka Adoption liaised with its partners and SHG members to organize the participation of the 

groups at fairs and exhibitions. Participating at these events gives the SHGs an opportunity to earn some 

money, socialize and celebrate the holidays with each other. It also gives them a chance to share tips 

with other participants in order to improve the quality and design of their handicrafts. The SHGs 

members participated in the following events: 

• Participation in the ‘From heart to heart” exhibition on 20th May 2019 

• Participation in an exhibition held on the 25th September 2019, to celebrate of the 20 years 

Jubilee of BA Foundation 

• Participation in an exhibition held on the 1st October 2019, to celebrate the International Day of 

Elderly People in Bishkek  
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• Participation in an exhibition at Café Steinbreu on 30th November 2019 

  

  

On November 30th, 2019, the German embassy hosted their annual Christmas market in Kyrgyzstan at Café 
Steinbrau. Our Self-Help Group members from Bishkek and Belovodskoe were given an opportunity to sell 
their unique handmade products, made exclusively from natural fabrics and materials. After the event, 
deputy ambassador Mrs. Irja Berg donated the proceeds to the charity at the embassy. 

On December 21st, 2019 Babushka Adoption Foundation together with the trade company Business Ave 
Promenade also held a Christmas exhibition fair, which displayed a huge variety of handmade goods and 
products.  All products on sale were lovingly handmade by the grandmothers from Bishkek, Moskovskij 
district of Chui and Batken regions.  

By buying from the grandmothers at this fair, the buyers contributed to the charity and helped provide 
some financial stability for women in difficult life situations. For many seniors, this was one of the few 
opportunities they have to slightly improve their financial well-being and generate a small income. It 
was amazing to see how much soul, warmth, love and care the grandmothers had put into everything 
they had made! Our grandmothers sold souvenirs made from felt, carpets weaved in the “Taar”style, 
knotted carpets, souvenirs and items in the “Kurak” style and paintings. Again, it must be reiterated that 
self-help group members only use natural wool (sheep, camel) and materials. The fair was attended by 
both former Babushka Adoption SHGs and existing ones. 

In addition, dried apricots, grown and packed by the elderly were also on offer at the fair (who does not 
know the famous Batken dried fruits!.)  The elderly of the Batken branch also had the fantastic 
opportunity to present their products and souvenirs made in the traditional national ethnic style at the 
fair. 
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2.2. Organizing and holding of trainings for the elderly people  

BA, with the help of financing from the Ministry of Social Protection held trainings for the elderly people 

to give them the knowledge and skills to maintain active longevity. This will help them to stay active and 

healthy in their old age. 

Eight trainings were held for the elderly people on the following themes: 

1. «Diabetes» (9th January 2019) 

2. «Physical activity in old age» (16th January 2018) 

3. «Safe environment», «Syndrome of falls» (20th February 2019) 

4. «Bronchial asthma. Bronchial lungs diseases) » (19th March 2019)  

5. «Syndrome of the chronical pain», «Pressure Sores», «Fecal failure» (10th April 2019) 

6. «Cognitive disorders in old age» (3rd May 2019) 

https://www.facebook.com/babushkaadoption/photos/pcb.2717791704943584/2717786068277481/?type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARAmoRXvZ8u3HFzZ3yjQ0ABBzt9CY6kyZ_nNEiNc29SJNB3JLt94TmpgennGny4L2wuqAWvChI0gESFt&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDo1a3QCGLFuSDy1xTisZkuG0_yL_Jhu4zDx1tjqkYtzMM7zsWdD2txiiCppKzmd-Ze_oDVoK9RdmtOU0WYxH0jwY-pB6L1ocaoAJrdihALvsYHdlTmUQofI0tEzw1cL2KRu3WcaQXJtxblMpUdUXSfZvzbBhGM3gEq1WqJ7j-CfQjD_H7p91npEUKVSeO4LM9iW00Z-aUa8TMz0wxqIYey9sJUblgXMzkaOq6r5enpjCKKCAZaRdcWX2FL01K6UwwtcSKZAvBOOPCAzfwD6RYHIkVbd2LXozPJqojmQjhN9I0BLOY9WRBO041viO1ILDFaSfaA9eg-V4DOi1f_FtbR4Q
https://www.facebook.com/babushkaadoption/photos/pcb.2717791704943584/2717786068277481/?type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARAmoRXvZ8u3HFzZ3yjQ0ABBzt9CY6kyZ_nNEiNc29SJNB3JLt94TmpgennGny4L2wuqAWvChI0gESFt&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDo1a3QCGLFuSDy1xTisZkuG0_yL_Jhu4zDx1tjqkYtzMM7zsWdD2txiiCppKzmd-Ze_oDVoK9RdmtOU0WYxH0jwY-pB6L1ocaoAJrdihALvsYHdlTmUQofI0tEzw1cL2KRu3WcaQXJtxblMpUdUXSfZvzbBhGM3gEq1WqJ7j-CfQjD_H7p91npEUKVSeO4LM9iW00Z-aUa8TMz0wxqIYey9sJUblgXMzkaOq6r5enpjCKKCAZaRdcWX2FL01K6UwwtcSKZAvBOOPCAzfwD6RYHIkVbd2LXozPJqojmQjhN9I0BLOY9WRBO041viO1ILDFaSfaA9eg-V4DOi1f_FtbR4Q
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7. Training consultation on maintaining health in old age (27th September 2019) 

8. Training consultation on maintaining health in old age (10th October 2019) 

  

 

  

 

2.3. Organizing a training for social workers and doctors of the Moskovskij district of Chui region as 

well as Sulukta city 

Within the project of the Ministry of Social Development and Protection, in July 2019, BA held training 

sessions for the social workers and doctors of the Moscow district. Sessions involved education on the 

specifics of providing social and medical support to the elderly. 19 social workers attended and 24 

doctors also received 24 hours of training on the specifics of geriatrics and gerontology. The doctors 

were trained by the representatives of the Kyrgyz Institute of Requalification and Qualification by 

doctors under the Kyrgyz Medical Academy with the relevant knowledge. Upon completion of this 24 

hours of training, the doctors received state certificates. They also gained knowledge which will allow 

them to provide more effective social and medical care for elderly patients. Within the project of the 

Ministry of Social Development and Labor, BA also held the same trainings for social and medical 

workers of Sulukta city. 
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Visit of the vice speaker 

On April 1st, BA Foundation warmly welcomed the Vice Speaker of the Kyrgyz Republic’s Parliament, to 

the Elderly Initiatives centre of BA Foundation in Belovodskoe village. The vice speaker, Mrs. Aida 

Kasymalieva, got acquainted with the work of the Elderly Initiatives centre and with representatives 

from the Self-Help Groups of Babushka Adoption from the Belovodskoe villages. 
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2.3. Support of the 3 day centres by BA Foundation in Moskovskij district of Chuy region, Batken 

region. 

2.3.1. Opening and running of the day centre in Sulukta and Batken cities 

In 2018, BA opened a day centre in Sulukta town with the help of a grant from the Ministry of Social 

Development and Labour. The opening of the centre was a success: 30 elderly people were able to meet 

and socialize, drinking tea with one another. 25 handicapped people were also able to convene at the 

centre and were able to socialize with one another. The day centre also functioned as a money 

distribution point for the beneficiaries of BA to receive their sponsorship. BA Foundation has since also 

organised trainings for the social workers to provide social support to the elderly people at the centre. 

30 beneficiaries were also received at the day centre in Batken, which opened in 2019. Like the Sulukta 

centre, day activities have been held and the centre has acted as a money distribution point.  
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OBJECTIVE 3: PROTECTION AND PROMOTION OF THE ELDERLY PEOPLES LIVES  

Participation in the Conference of the WHO in Moskow on the 26th February 

Aidai Kadyrova, the Director of BA Foundation took part in a World Health Conference on Healthy Aging, 

as part of the delegation of the Government of Kyrgyzstan. At the conference, Aidai shared information 

about state policies related to healthy aging and active longevity in the Kyrgyz Republic together with 

the Chief Gerontologist of the Ministry of Healthcare of the Kyrgyz Republic. Aidai Kadyrova also got 

acquainted with the best practices on healthy aging conducted in Europe and the WHO’s plan for global 

healthy ageing over the next decade.   

On March 26, 2019, Babushka Adoption Foundation together with partners, also participated in a 

meeting organized by HelpAge International to discuss and determine further collaborative action to 

address the problems of older people in Kyrgyzstan. The partners said that it would be necessary to 

address the following:  

• To develop activities such as volunteering for the elderly and by the elderly 

• To develop standards for the provision of services in non-governmental institutions for the 

elderly 

• To introduce greater protective legislation to improve the situation of the elderly 

• To develop a market for services that meet the needs of the elderly in social and other services 

• To improve state social policy in relation to older citizens 

• To further develop the program "Active Longevity" and strengthen the Platform "Active 

Longevity".  

These steps, as the partners noted, are needed due to our global ageing population and the 

increasing proportion of elderly in Kyrgyzstan. We are working with Help Age partners to help us in 

our endeavors and plans. They will be providing consulting support - allowing us to strengthen the 

capacity of organizations working with the elderly, promote the Concept of Active Longevity and to 

enhance the financial sustainability of our organizations. 
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Promotion of the National Plan of activities of the Government 

The Director of the Foundation, Aidai Kadyrova, has actively participated in ongoing discussions 

concerning the promotion of the government’s plan to improve the quality of life for the elderly in 2019-

2025. This National Plan was previously developed in 2017-2018 with the help of the BA Foundation. 

This plan was subsequently ratified by the government under decree #442 on August 30th, 2019. 

Promoting the platform ‘Active Longevity’ 

On December 16th, 2019, Babushka Adoption Foundation took part in a Round Table organized by the 

Red Crescent Society of Kyrgyzstan. The meeting was also attended by representatives of HelpAge 

International Kyrgyzstan, specialists in medicine. A number of key issues were discussed, such as the 

promotion of the Active Longevity Platform, the National Government's Action Plan to improve the 

quality of life of elderly citizens for 2019-2025, as well as further activities to develop and strengthen the 

Platform. Being an initiator of the Platform, BA Foundation made a presentation of the Platform’s 

primary goals and objectives. 

 

 

Participation in Seminar on improvement of the elderly people’s quality of lives 

In Bishkek between 19th and 23rd December, a 3-day seminar took place to discuss measures to 
implement the "Plan of activities to improve the quality of life of elderly citizens of Kyrgyz Republic 
(KR)", as accepted by the Ministry of Social Protection and Labor under the decree which ratified the 
National Plan. The event was initiated by the Public Foundation "Development of social services" in 
partnership with the Ministry of Labor and Social Development of the KR.  
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Representatives of the responsible ministries and agencies of the KR together with civil society 
organizations and commercial institutions analysed the National Plan, indicators, allocated budget and 
joint steps needed to implement the Plan. 

As a result of discussions, interdepartmental coordinated plans aimed at the effective implementation 
of the Plan are to be introduced. This will enable a coordinated team effort to improve the lives of the 
elderly nationwide. 

 

 

OBJECTIVE 4: DEVELOP THE INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY OF BA FOUNDATION  

 
4.1. Trainings for staff members 

Babushka Adoption participated in AgeNet's work on ageism and the promotion of the UN 

Convention on the Rights of Older Persons. The training was led by Ms. Gemma Stovell, a HelpAge 

International specialist from London. Participants included BA alongside representatives of 

organizations that also provide support and assistance to older people, such as HelpAge, Resource 

Centre for Older People, Red Crescent Society and the Centre for Public Technologies. These 

organisations are considered the most crucial in terms of promoting the UN Convention on the 

Rights of Older People in Kyrgyzstan.  

Throughout the training, Ms. Stovell gave examples of best practice from different countries, 

conducted comparative analysis, and involved participants in surveys and practical assignments. As a 

result of the meeting, representatives of invited organizations received practical guidance on how to 

promote the Convention in Kyrgyzstan ("4 steps to the Convention"). 
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4.2. Holding of different events. 

Throughout 2019, BA held several events to recognize the tireless hardwork of its employees.  

4.2.1. 20 years Jubilee 

The most remarkable event in 2019 was the celebration of the charity’s twenty years. In July 2019 

BA Foundation turned 20 years old, with celebration of this landmark event held on the 25th 

September 2019 at the Park Hotel. BA was happy to share the occasion with those partners and 

stakeholders who have supported BA Foundation throughout its time. Guests included the 

Ambassador of the USA, the Deputy Head of the German Embassy, the Head of OSCE Mission and 

representatives from the Ministry of Social Protection and Labour and other partner organizations.  

During the event, sponsors who have supported more than 20 beneficiaries over a long period of 

time were highlighted. The Golden sponsor was from Switzerland - Mr. Hans and Markus Schmid 

who have supported 100 beneficiaries since 2002. Another golden sponsor was a local business 

company, Kommunarka who have supported 70 beneficiaries. Another sponsor of note is Mr. Karl 

Göppert who has solely supported 40 beneficiaries. 

 Silver and Bronze sponsors for those who have supported 20 and less beneficiaries were also 

recognised for their equally crucial support. 
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4.2.2. Team building with the employees, volunteers financed by a sponsor Karl Göppert 

 

Mr. Karl Göppert, who was a Member of Supervisory Board of BA and has supported 40 beneficiaries, is 

also involved in the support of the staff of BA.  He always encourages team building events of staff 

members and volunteers of BA Foundation, understanding how challenging the work at BA is. Mr. Karl 

Göppert, has very kindly helped us to provide corporate lunches for the employees of BA to motivate 

staff and volunteers, boosting morale.  

Lunches took place on March 8th, 22nd April with the Head of the BA German Association Eliza Mandieva 

joining staff, on the National Social Workers Day of April 19th and for Christmas.  
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4.3.1 Maintaining of the partnership with the sister organizations in Germany and Switzerland 

BA Foundation continues to maintain relationships with its sister organizations, Babushka Adoption 

Germany and Babushka Adoption Switzerland. Communication is primarily online but when the heads of 

the German and Swiss Association visit Kyrgyzstan, BA Foundation always discusses plan of action, 

challenges and solutions to issues.  

In Germany, the Foundation is headed by Mrs. Eliza Mandieva who we would like to thank for her 

dedicated volunteering. She can be contacted at these addresses - Germany@babushkaadoption.org, 

eliza.mandieva@gmail.com 

The Swiss organization has been run from 2019 by Mrs. Aimeerim Tursalieva. She operates the bank 

account and provides information to the Swiss sponsors. She also liases with Swiss sponsors, and if 

necessary, organises meetings to provide information. She can be contacted at these addresses -  

schweiz@babushkaadoption.org, tursalieva@gmail.com 

We are very thankful to our colleagues in Germany and Switzerland who act as a bridge between our 

European sponsors and babushkas. They work voluntarily for BA Foundation, selflessly dedicating their 

time and resources. 

4.3.2. Maintaining the partnership within the Agenet network  

Throughout 2019, BA continued to maintain its partnership with the Agenet network, uniting over 50 

organizations from the former Soviet Union. Together, the network aims to raise awareness and address 

the issues of aging not just in Kyrgyzstan, but across other ex-USSR countries. BA Foundation has taken 

part in monthly meetings with the network to address the short-term and long-term issues of the 

elderly population, exchanging experience with other partners. 

More information on the Agenet network can be found at http://agenet.org.kg/ 

4.3.3 Establishing partnership with the International University of Kyrgyzstan 

On December 13, 2019 the International University of Kyrgyzstan hosted a round table. This was 

organized by the management of the University and the Department of Social Work on the theme of 

"Higher Education-Employer: Assessment of the quality of graduates' training". Since Babushka 

Adoption is engaged in social work with its beneficiaries, it was important for the charity to share its 

expertise on what the Foundation is now looking for from social workers wishing to work with the 

charity. Director Aidai Kadyrova shared her opinion that students who study social work should receive 

the appropriate education on "social work", which should meet the trends of a given period, the 

realities of a given situation and needs of the elderly. She also advised for students to be taught the 

skills needed to prevent emotional burnout and to be given lessons on the psychology of the elderly and 

leadership skills. This will enable them to successfully execute initiatives and cope better with stress, 

making the lives of those with whom they work with in their direct profession a little better, kinder and 

easier. In 2020, BA and the International University of Kyrgyrzstan will be discussing the possibility of an 

internship for social work students at the charity. 

 

 

mailto:Germany@babushkaadoption.org
mailto:eliza.mandieva@gmail.com
mailto:schweiz@babushkaadoption.org
mailto:tursalieva@gmail.com
http://agenet.org.kg/
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4.3.4 Nomination of 2 employees of BA as outstanding specialists of social protection of the Kyrgyz 

Republic 

It should be noted that in 2019, the Director of BA Foundation Mrs. Aidai Kadyrova and the Director of 

the Batken Branch Office of BA Mr. Almaz Rakhmanov were awarded medals as Outstanding Specialists 

of Social Protection of the Kyrgyz Republic. Both employees were nominated for their significant 

contribution to the system of the social system protection in the Kyrgyz Republic. 
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PUBLICATIONS ABOUT BA IN 2019 

 

Publications 

Several publications about Babushka Adoption Foundation have been made in the Kyrgyz media and two 

reports have even been published on the mass media site 24 Mir, a broadcasting service for former 

Soviet Union countries. The reports make activities of the Foundation more visible, give the charity 

greater credibility and keep the public informed of the activities of BA Foundation. Please see below 

published reports of the charity’s work.  

 

1. Article – 10th January 2019: “In Sulukta town the Minister of Social Protection and Labor Mr. Ulukbek 

Kochkorov met with the visitors of the day centre in Sulukta town”. 

http://www.turmush.kg/ru/news:1489578?fbclid=IwAR27b2sreGA3EPemMux1Iq66b1aCckP7EnMwZ-

wzmVjTdGVWtIVVWywNFEk 

2. TV report:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGqDchhHLiI&feature=youtu.be 

3. Article – 10th July 2019: “Elderly people are under support of other people” 

http://mir24.tv/news/16368736/babushki-pod-prismotrom-neravnodushnye-zhiteli-bishkeka-opekayut-

pensionerok  

4. Article – 6th March 2019 about opening of the geriatrics centre in Belovodskoe village 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGqDchhHLiI&feature=youtu.be
http://mir24.tv/news/16368736/babushki-pod-prismotrom-neravnodushnye-zhiteli-bishkeka-opekayut-pensionerok
http://mir24.tv/news/16368736/babushki-pod-prismotrom-neravnodushnye-zhiteli-bishkeka-opekayut-pensionerok
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5. Article – 2nd August 2019 “Gerontology service will appear in Belovodskoe village” 

https://kaktus.media/doc/395561_babyshka_edopshn:_v_belovodskom_poiavitsia_gerontologiches

kaia_slyjba.html?fbclid=IwAR1AU5ciqAfJTRk6EMs36IiSugUwNL-gnngVKHPKvgmzu8yyq4l_jqK7jps 

 

6. Article – 24th September 2019: “Foundation Babushka Adoption holds its 20 years” 

https://kg.akipress.org/news:1568145  

 

 

  

7.Article – 1st October 2019: “Babushkas turned 20 years old” 

 

https://kaktus.media/doc/395561_babyshka_edopshn:_v_belovodskom_poiavitsia_gerontologicheskaia_slyjba.html?fbclid=IwAR1AU5ciqAfJTRk6EMs36IiSugUwNL-gnngVKHPKvgmzu8yyq4l_jqK7jps
https://kaktus.media/doc/395561_babyshka_edopshn:_v_belovodskom_poiavitsia_gerontologicheskaia_slyjba.html?fbclid=IwAR1AU5ciqAfJTRk6EMs36IiSugUwNL-gnngVKHPKvgmzu8yyq4l_jqK7jps
https://kg.akipress.org/news:1568145
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8. On 1st October on the Batken TV about celebration of the International Day of Elderly People  

9.  Article in national newspaper – 2nd October 2019: «Adopt a babushka» 
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10. Article in business magazine - October 2019: «Celebration of the 20-years jubilee of the Charitable 

Foundation Babushka Adoption» 
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11. Date of publication: 04.10.2019 

Resource: “Kaktus Media” 

Name of the article: Foundation «Babushka Adoption» Foundation celebrated 20-years 

https://kaktus.media/doc/398964_fond_babyshka_edopshn_otprazdnoval_20_letie._foto.html 

 

 

 

12. Article – 1st October, 2019 “Kaktus media” 

https://kaktus.media/doc/398522_den_pojilyh_ludey._v_bishkeke_organizyut_skandinavskyu_hodby_i

_blagotvoritelnyu_iarmarky.html?fbclid=IwAR3hYM051guu4o5dVou2wpohpRINfiAC0LCv_Zti1R-

dxZkdBxIkyWdsAOg 

 

13. Article – 6th December, 2019: «Slovo Kyrgyzstana», «There are no lonely babushkas» 

 

14. Article – 10th December, 2019: www.Orbita.kg 

“Volunteering is my way of living”. Interview given by one of the volunteers of BA Foundation who is 

also a recipient of the financial help from her sponsor. 

https://kaktus.media/doc/398964_fond_babyshka_edopshn_otprazdnoval_20_letie._foto.html
https://kaktus.media/doc/398522_den_pojilyh_ludey._v_bishkeke_organizyut_skandinavskyu_hodby_i_blagotvoritelnyu_iarmarky.html?fbclid=IwAR3hYM051guu4o5dVou2wpohpRINfiAC0LCv_Zti1R-dxZkdBxIkyWdsAOg
https://kaktus.media/doc/398522_den_pojilyh_ludey._v_bishkeke_organizyut_skandinavskyu_hodby_i_blagotvoritelnyu_iarmarky.html?fbclid=IwAR3hYM051guu4o5dVou2wpohpRINfiAC0LCv_Zti1R-dxZkdBxIkyWdsAOg
https://kaktus.media/doc/398522_den_pojilyh_ludey._v_bishkeke_organizyut_skandinavskyu_hodby_i_blagotvoritelnyu_iarmarky.html?fbclid=IwAR3hYM051guu4o5dVou2wpohpRINfiAC0LCv_Zti1R-dxZkdBxIkyWdsAOg
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15. Advertisement of the Foundation Babushka Adoption from Kyrgyz pop star Aiym Ayilchieva. We 

would like to express gratitude to the celebrity who is incredibly influential, publicising her donation to 

our charity to her 550 000 followers on Instagram. 

 

  

 

FINANCIAL REPORTING 

 

Please zoom in to look at the table. 
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